Neumont University

Boldness is the willingness to assume significant risk for the sake of great reward. Congratulations to Neumont University, honored with the 2005 CIO 100 Award for having the drive to reach for the prize, the guts to embrace the dangers, and the discipline to create a mitigation plan and stick to it.

» Meet the full roster of 2005 CIO 100 honorees
» Learn more about the CIO 100 Award

Neumont University

Salt Lake City, UT
Neumont University on the web

Marlow Einelund
CIO and co-founder
Scott McKinley

CEO and co-founder Trying to reinvent computer science education and thereby address the IT labor shortage by educating software developers about the role of IT in business, and teaching teamwork and communication skills.

Industry: Education

FY04 revenue: $3,700,000.00

Employees: 50

Neumont University in the pages of CIO:

Education: Fast Track Business Degrees

(N.B., at the time this article was written, Neumont went by the name of Northface University)